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Abstract
Internet of Things is promising to be a set of technologies able to have a high impact
on how people live, produce, modify and interact with the environment.
Such a transformation is driven by increasing technologies capabilities of
sensors/actuators, communications, general purpose hardware, availability of software
and programmability of devices.
The integration of so different technologies is a problem in itself and IoT is also trying
to solve cogent issues of specific problem domains, such as e-health, transportation,
manufacturing, and so on.
Smart cities stand on their own because the smartness requires integration of
different technologies, processes and different administrative domains creating the
needs to see the city as a large complex system. In addition to technological and
problem domain specific challenges, there exist further challenges that fall in
business, social and regulation realms. They can greatly impact the deployment and
the success of IoT deployment within smart cities.
The speech aims is to provide a view on some major technologies challenges of
IoT and to cover a few critical business and social issues that could hamper the
large deployment of IoT systems within smart cities by providing some examples
related to the creation of a future city that leverages its cultural heritage and
specific needs as Venice.
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Cities and the Quest For
Data
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https://datavisualization.ch/wpcontent/uploads/2010/05/cph_wheel_04.png

How do we understand and reason
about Cities ?

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2573850?seq=1#
page_scan_tab_contents
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What Kind of Data we need for
understanding a City?
Flow related measures
– People,
cars/vehicles/trains/airplanes,
goods, …
– Money, phone calls, …

Status of city resources
– Air, water, heating, …
– Pollution
– Building and general
infrastructures (lightning, gas,
traffic lights, …)

Ecosystem measure
– How the city relates to other
cities and the territory around
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Economical measures
Events and activities
– Concerts, trade shows,
political meetings, …

People Personal Data and
Profile
– A very «difficult» issue

…
History and Cultural Heritage
– Of the City and the
surrondings

Focus on Cultural
Heritage
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http://previews.123rf.com/images/radiantskies/radiantskies1301/radiantskies130100679/17197024Abstract-word-cloud-for-Cultural-heritage-with-related-tags-and-terms-Stock-Photo.jpg

Why Cultural Heritage
is important in Italy
– a few indicators

Italy is at the first place in the
World for the presence of sites
defined as World Heritage by
UNESCO but it is at the fifth place
as touristic destination
Italy is visited each year by 90
millions of tourists (50% from
abroad) and this is a revenue
source for over 100 B euro
The tourism industry in Italy
gives a job to up 2M of people
Venice and its Lagoon is a World
Heritage Site:
– About 1,5 M of «arrivals» in the City
in the 1H2013
– Typically a short stay
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Nice Places, but what are these (ruins)?
(and why should I care … apart from writing in the walls …
«Roberto was here»)

http://it.123rf.com/archiviofotografico/ostia_antica.html?media
popup=61625210

We will come back to
these later on …
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/72521167
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Let’s go to Venice. What do you
typically visit in Venice ?

Basilica di San
Marco

Piazza San
Marco
Palazzo
Ducale

Campanil
e di San
Marco

Canal Grande
Ponte di Rialto

You get a bit of this …

Ponte dei
Sospiri
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A lot of this: a standard tourist
experience

Many people follow
recommendations or the “usual” path
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… A lot more of this …

A «where to pee» app in Venice
is actually needed (even with a
function for booking the toilet)!
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All very focused on a small part of
the City
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The Identity of a «Place»
All Places look alike !! They are «no
places» actually
All places have a standard pattern for
visiting
We need to support a rediscovery of Place
Identities and we need to relate the identity
of that place with identities of people

Venice or Las Vegas ?
And Las Vegas is cleaner …

A queue of
Gondoliers
singing
Neapolitans
songs in
Venice
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Here we are again ….

Venice – the external
walls of the Arsenal

http://it.123rf.com/archiviofotografico/ostia_antica.html?media
popup=61625210

Ostia – the ancient
Rome Harbour
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/72521167
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The City and Its Ecosystem –
Ancient Rome
Big City > 1 M inhabitants
Rome was by far the largest City
of the Empire (and in the world)
All the economy was built around
it  the first SMART City?
It was a kind of magnet,
attracting business from every
part of the empire and beyond

Good construction technologies

The city developed huge logistics,
transportation and water systems
to support itself
The Ostia Harbor was a central
knot of this system
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A Huge Transport System

Do you want to see more ?
http://www.slideshare.net/mfresnillo/roman-architecture-398210

Ostia Harbour … and more
•

•

L'autrice dell'opera di ricostruzione del porto antico è
Viviana Meucci (Viviana Meucci: www.focemicina.it)

For long stops in Fiumicino, Alitalia was offering
a free visit to the old harbour. Did you take your
chance ?
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Ships arriving in Ostia
were unloaded and goods
sent to Rome either by
road (via Ostiense) or by
the river
Monte Testaccio (also
known as Monte dei cocci)
is an artificial mound in
Rome composed almost
entirely of testae (Italian:
cocci), fragments of
broken amphorae dating
from the time of the
Roman Empire. It was
close to the fluvial harbour
and the oil warehouses

The Arsenal (Did you visit it?)
• The term Arsenal derives from the
Arab word daras-sina'a1h, i.e., home
of industry
• The Arsenal was occupying up to
16000 workers (a large % of the
entire population)
• It was the precursor of the factory
concept, actually in the XVI century it
was the biggest factory in the world
• They changed the way Ships were
built using extensively the «frame
first» technology reducing the time to
build
• Galileo was a «consultant»
• Here they invented the Bombard
• It was instrumental for the success of
Venice as a commercial and military
Mediterranean power
• It had a very strategic role (in fact
Napoleon greatly reduced it and

Arsenale

Painting of Canaletto

Squero delle
Gagiandre
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Cultural Heritage and
Data
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http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/188705/file-399394244jpg/images/history_of_data_room_pricing.jpg

Cultural Heritage and the Quest for
Data
We need to capture data that span over time and tell a
compelling story …
– Understanding the past and
– Framing (history and data) in the current world

See for instance Venice Time Machine from EPFL
– Collection of all historical data and then creation of linkage
between this huge archive of histories
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTBkuyFbIz0

Useful for historians but useful to Citizens and Visitors
Extracting data not only from documents but also from other
«information»
– A similar approach applicable to buildings, artifacts, oral tradition, music
…

This means …
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A different approach to data
From Wikipedia: Spime is a neologism for a futuristic object, characteristic
to the Internet of Things, that can be tracked through space and time
throughout its lifetime. They are essentially virtual master objects that can,
at various times, have physical incarnations of themselves. An object can
be considered a spime when all of its essential information is stored in the
cloud. Bruce Sterling sees spimes as coming through the convergence of
six emerging technologies, related to both the manufacturing process for
consumer goods, and through identification and location technologies.
Depending on context, the term "spime" can refer to both—the archetype,
as designed by the developer, or a user-specific instance of it.
Data representing an historical object is then a set of triplets
–

(value + location + time)

Plenty of (virtual reality) applications become immediatly possible
By the way I think IEEE should be in the forefront of this «for the benefit of
Humanity» !!!
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A few Experiences (1)
Fulvio Dominici started
www.ultramundum.org with
the goal of providing new
solutions for the immersive
presence

– Possibility to surf and
experience environments as
they are now or back in time
– Creation of personalized
Worlds

Users will spend more time in
virtual worlds than in real
worlds
Practical Applications:
– Cartography for Turin Olympic
games

http://timemachinevisor.com/

It is based on an intuition:
adding the TIME dimension to
the 3D Virtual World

A few Experiences (2)

http://hyperrhiz.io/hyperrhiz12/augmented-maps/2-forster-metzger.html

Time Window Weimar': Students Map their
Town's History through Augmented Reality
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A few Experiences (3)

http://www.smartheritageproject.com/?lang=en#app
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Build your own APP with NEARBY
function of Wikipedia
Many objects in
Wikipedia have
spatial coordinates
There is a Nearby
search function
https://en.m.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Special:N
earby
And an API
definition:
http://blog.wikimedi
a.org/2013/01/31/ge
odata-a-new-age-ofgeotagging-onwikipedia/
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ICT and Cultural
Heritage

http://www.smartheritageproject.com/demo/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/logo22.png
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Why working on the Cultural
Heritage
An important area for the development of ICT
solutions
An important contribution to the development of
Italy and other Countries
Opportunity to experiment new approaches
integrating Big Data, IoT and History
– What if each object in the world could tell his story…

Possibility to create a vast ecosystems and
nurture a business around it
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How contribute to the Leverage of
Cultural Heritage
Two major lines of work
Digital Humanities, i.e., studies and initiatives to collect,
preserve and make available the rich Cultural Heritage of
Italy (and Venice in particular)
– Big Data for Cultural Heritage

Smart Cities, i.e., the availability of data describing the city
– First a Measurable City
– Then usage the data in order to control the city and make it
smart
– Finally Virtual Continuum
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Measurable City: Counting people
without infringing Privacy
The Future Centre in Venice is working at the monitoring in quasi real-time on the pedestrian flows in the city center.
The goal is to measure the pedestrian traffic and keeping the anonymity and privacy of users. The project has been using
low-cost sensors and devices (50-100 euros) with a small size (two cigarette packs) in order to acquire video flows of
passing by people and to process it locally without any leak or privacy violation. These devices will provide their Id, the time
and the number of people that have been detected Ideally these objects could be scattered in many places of the city and
freely transit their data (e.g., through twitter). In such a way, interested developers could crate new applications based on
these data..

person-counter: simulation based on real data

Is it a
person or a
shadow ?
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Actually a (Smart) City is a Complex
System [interacting with other Complex Systems  a

Network of Complex Ssytems]

Michael Batty in “Cities as Complex Systems: Scaling,
Interactions, Networks, Dynamics and Urban Morphologies”
available at http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/15183/1/15183.pdf
Luis Bettencourt: Cities as Complex Systems available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTZ6onbPjWk
– Heterogeneity: diversity of people and Organizations
– Interconnectivity: Everything is connected in Networks
– Scaling: Cities of different sizes have different problems
– Circular - Causality: Cause and Effect are mixed
– Development: Cities change in open-ended ways

We don’t know exactly what happens when we introduce
new technologies is a City
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The impact of technologies on
the City: The Freedom Bridge example
Ponte della Libertà, i.e., the
Freedom Bridge

Every day in Venice almost 200 K people are in
the city , even if only less than 60Kof Venice live
in here
It is more than 140K transits: it is not only tourists,
it is commuters: students and workers.
A lot of people have left the city for the mainland.
And the city has lost not only citizens, but also a
part of its identity.
How this happened ? Because of a Bridge!!!
The Liberty Bridge has introduced a «Semiotic
breakdown»: instead of bringing in modernization,
different
proposal:
to close it to cars
trains
itAhas
brought
to the «simbolization»
of and
Venice
and ittoismake
it a cycle track forcing people to live
(i.e.,
a postcard)
in Venice
http://www.linkiesta.it/blogs/cultura-rete-il-blog-di-venezia-2019-saloneeuropeo-della-cultura/l-alba-di-una-nuova-venezia-

Wikipedia: Ponte della Libertà is a road bridge connecting the historical center of the city of Venice to
the mainland.
Designed in 1932 by engineer Eugenio Miozzi, and opened by Benito Mussolini in 1933 as Ponte
Littorio, the bridge is the only access for road vehicles to the historical center. It is built alongside the
Venice Railroad Bridge, which was constructed in 1846 by Austrian, with two tracks each way, and is
still in use.
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Models to measure a City
Gravity Model
<Tij> = k Pi Pj / (cij)2
See http://www.spatialcomplexity.info/files/2011/10/Spatial-Complexity-Lecture-6.pdf

Radiation Model

Simini, F., González, M. C., Maritan, A., & Barabási, A. L. (2012). A universal model
for mobility and migration patterns. Nature, 484(7392), 96-100.Available at
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1111/1111.0586.pdf
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How do we get the data then?
Open Data is ok … but
A Measurable City is made out of thousands of information
coming from Databases, or generated in Real-Time typically
by Sensors that provide millions of data per second
Data may be:
– Events
– Continuous flows of simple data

Sensors

– Update to existing data bases
– Inferred data
–…

Internet of Things + BigData
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What Internet of Things is
(a simple view)
Usage

Service

Service

Service

Comm.

Internet

Comm.

Interworking
Vertical
Interoperability

Interworking
Aggregator/Gateway

Events

Commands

Events

Commands

Sensors
& Actuators

Aggregator/Gateway

Sensors
& Actuators

What Internet of Things actually is
(an this is a simplistic view as well )

Service

Data
Distribution
Data
harmonization
Networking

Service

Service

Virtualization
Virtualization
Virtualization
Data
Data
Distribution
Data Distribution Distribution
Data
Data
Data harmonization
harmonizationharmonization
Networking
Networking
Networking
Interworking

Virtualization

Interworking

Usage

Different Administrative Domains

Horizontal
Interoperability

IoT implies a lot of Challenges
Regulation

•

•
•
•
•

Definition of Things and
«Identity of Things»
Challenge
Complexity Challenge
Communication
Paradigms Challenge
Data Challenge
The Software Platform
Challenge

•
•

•
•

Silos vs. Horizontal
• Privacy Challenge
Application Domains
• Ownership Challenge
The revenue challenge
• Security Challenge
• Per device
• Easiness of Use
Challenge
• Connectivity
• Data
• Social Cooperation
Challenge
The Value Chain
Challenge
The Challenge of the
New Biz Model
IoT Platform!
Challenge

The Challenge of the IoT Platform!
The Vertical vs. Horizontal
platform challenge

SMART CITY

Source: Beecham Research

How much PERSONAL information
could a CITY
neeed/generate/provide/manipulate ?

http://www.design-laorosa.com/2009_08_09_archive.html

http://www.wired.com/epicenter/2009/12/3d-maps-camera-phones-put-reality-in-augmented-reality/

Example of Social Issues

What is the
PERSONAL
contribution that a
single citizen could
give without been
tracked ?

Why crowdsourcing ? Deploy IoT
on a large scale is difficult!!!
Deploying and maintain sensor networks is costly!! Finding a
sustainable Business Model is difficult
– Specific applications can be viable but …
– They are Vertical and Closed applications
– Sharing of data is not an option for owners

Reuse of Existing Infrastructure
– Many «Operators» have infrastructure that
could be instrumented with sensors and other
equipments in order to measure the City
– We considered to launch a Challenge
to Universities for reusing existing capillary
infrastructure

Crowdsensing is exploiting the user’s
Terminal power and it is easier to manage.
It gives results if there are many engaged
38
terminals …

Crowdsourcing in Venice
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An Example of Crowdsourcing:
Tag the City
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An ICT Architecture for
Cultural Heritage

Digital
Heritage
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Five dimensions of Cultural
Heritage
First Dimension: Identification and preparation of the Cultural Heritage
Content

– These activities are cross-disciplinary: they aim at identify the Cultural Content. The existing
sources for data identified (e.g., Museums, Historical Archives , …) in addition hypothesis for
relating the different sources should be put forward. In addition the means to be used to create
new data or collect new information should be stated and elaborated (e.g., how to collect the oral
tradition)

Second Dimension: digitalization of the Cultural Heritage Content

– The identified sources should be progressively digitalized (it can take a long time) without
impacting too much on the original material (e.g., old books) and a «big data» like infrastructure
put in place. At this stage also discovery of new relationships and «automatic reasoning» on
available data should be elaborated and performed

Third Dimension: easing the access to the (digitalized) Cultural Content

– At this stage, mechanisms for easing the access to available (original or inferred) information
should be studied and made available to user. Extensive research on user interaction,
recommendation engines and new forms of data representation should be conducted.

Fourth Dimension: the Ecosystem View on the Cultural Heritage

– Integration of Measurable City data with Cultural Heritage ones. This wealth of data should be
made available to enterprises, users and organization in order to promote the city or the territory
and to create a strong link between the cultural heritage and the enterprises operating in the
tourism or cultural industries

Fifth Dimension: the creation of new Cultural Content

– New Digital technologies can be made available to artists, designers and also users in order to
create new (digital) content. Examples could be the Art Lab (as an implementation of the FabLabs
for art), new forms of TV, etc..
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An Architecture for Digital
Humanities
Interface
Layer

(a part of)

Web Based
I/F

Aug Reality
I/F

VirtualReali
ty
I/F

Terminal
Spec
I/F

Social
I/F

….
I/F

Service Logic
Layer

Service Layer APIs

Application
Logic

Context
Engine

Dynamic
Service
Creation
Capabilitie
s

Session
and
Resources
Logic

Data Layer APIs

Data
Layer

User Centric
Services

Ontology Services

Semantic Services
Aggregated Data APIs

Knowledge Engine
User Generated
Personal
Profiles

Resource
Layer

GIS 3D
Services

MetaFormatting

Raw Data

Raw Data

…

(Real Time)
Indexing

Raw Data

Raw Data

Simple Data APIs

Raw Data

Resource Layer APIs
Sensor/Actua
tors/ Smart
Objects

Processing

Storage

Terminals

Comm
Resources

Feeds from the
Measurable
City

….
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Towards the Virtual Continuum

In a context of Future City, the virtual continuum
offers the opportunity to measure the relevant
events occurring in a city by means of physical
objects (e.g., sensors, smart objects) and
consequently to plan policies for adapting the
usage to the resources of the city and to the context
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The Context for Virtual
Continuum

Mobile Devices

Images of
Terminals
and Objects
(Proxy and
security
Functions)

Virtual Environment
Application
s&
Services

Brokering and
Aggregation Function
Virtualized
Resources

Computing Cloud
(Virtualized or Cyber World)

Physical World

Secure,
Always best
connected
virtualized
channels

Smart Objects /
Things /Sensors

Network Resources
Storage Resources
Processing Resources
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Framework for Virtual Continuum
Platform
Terminal
to Cloud
Relationship

App Ecosystem
Service/Apps
Value

Mobile Device Platform

API
Middleware
Functions

Autonomics and Self
Organization
Communication Engine
(e.g., event based)

API

Brokering of Virtual
Objects
Data Management
API

Objects
management
Objects
Registry

Extensive Objects Virtualization

Native
Operating
System

Terminal
to Capillary
Relationship

Programmability
Value

API

Ecosystem Value

Comm
Value

Always Best
Connected Comm.
Processing

Things

Platform Value

Communications

T
a
g

Sensors

Tags

Storage

Others

Telco
Building
Blocks

Thank you!
Scala
Contarini del
Bovolo
http://www.euro-poi.com/venice-bovolohouse-italy-383.html

Roberto Minerva

TORINO - Italy
Phone: +39 011 228 7027
Email: roberto.minerva@telecomitalia.com
roberto.minerva@gmail.com

Stuff
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Big Data For Cultural Heritage
Data management for Cultural Heritage falls in what
classical data warehousing literature terms as an ETL
(Extract, Transform, Load) process.

App
1

App
2

App
…

App
N

Data Platform
Data Transformation – Data Warehouse –
Data Analytics

In order to allow such an architecture to scale and to
be agile and manageable by all the parties involved, it
has to sit on a cloud infrastructure:
Data store implementation will make use of Big Data
technologies (like MapReduce approaches, NoSQL
and NewSQL data stores, CEP analysis) to allow the
scalability and response time needed to act effectively
on homogeneous sets of data.
Data Presentation Layer

Data Logic/Data Analytics Layer

Data Warehouse/Data Storage Layer

Physical (Cloud) Infrastructure
CPU – RAM – Storage

Data Transformation Layer

